Chemical fingerprint analysis for quality assessment and control of Bansha herbal tea using paper spray mass spectrometry.
Chemical fingerprinting methodology is an approach for quality assessment and control of herbal medicines and related products based on the holistic chemical profile obtained by various analytical techniques. This study demonstrates the first application of paper spray mass spectrometry (PS-MS) as a chemical fingerprinting methodology for tracing the origins, establishing the authenticity, and assessing the overall quality of a famous herbal product, Bansha herbal tea (BHT). A negative ion PS-MS spectrum yielded the best chemical profiling information and was most appropriate for fingerprint analysis of BHT. In addition to the identification of active ingredients, various compounds present in BHT were simultaneously detected without any sample pretreatment and chromatographic separation, providing valuable information for the quality assessment and control of this herbal product. According to the principal component analysis of the PS-MS fingerprints, two sources of commercially available BHT products made by different manufacturers were easily differentiated. Qualified and expired products from the two manufacturers were also successfully distinguished, and the consistency of the quality between the manufacturers was assessed. Our experimental data demonstrated that the PS-MS chemical fingerprinting is a simple, rapid, and robust methodology for pharmaceutical analysis, with promising prospects for quality assessment and control of herbal medicines and related products with high-throughput.